
Sloped Ceiling 
Kit: SC-XX

Version: 1.0 Date: January 2021

Supports ceiling fans with 26mm 
downrods only.
This accessory can be used on ceiling fans with 26mm downrods and supports angles up 
to 50° depending on the model and whether a remote receiver unit is installed. Ceiling fans 
that use remote receivers will reduce the angle in most ceiling fans. The receiver must be 
inserted after the ceiling fan is mounted. 

IMPORTANT: This accessory must be 
installed by a licensed electrician, and all 
electriciy must be turned off at the fuse box 
prior to installing this accessory. Refer to the 
Ceiling Fan’s Owner’s Manual for full safety 
and warning information.
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1. Longer Accessory Downrod to be installed

2. Install the Sloped Ceiling Hanger Bracket
Drill a hole in the ceiling board and batten for wiring. Securely attach the Hanger Bracket to a 
timber batten or other structural support using the two wood screws provided with your ceiling 
fan. Fixings must be screwed into a joist and not just the plasterboard.

NOTE: For models using remote controls, to maximise the space for the receiver in the cavity 
above the hanging ball, the household supply wire should come through one of the holes on 
either side of the bracket NOT IN THE CENTRE. Ideally bring the supply cable in on the terminal 
block side. This allows for maximum movement of fan when the receiver is in place.

IMPORTANT: Fixing location must be able to withstand four times the static weight of the fan. 
IMPORTANT: Ensure the Hanger Bracket opening faces upwards towards the slope.

Screw with hex head 
wood screws(2)

Hanger
Bracket

Tab
Timber Batten 

Due to the nature of this accessory, a longer accessory downrod will most likely need to be 
fitted to the ceiling fan to avoid the blades coming into contact with the ceiling. Depending 
on the degreee of the ceiling slope, ensure the ceiling fan has sufficient drop from the roof to 
avoid the blades hitting the ceiling. Install the longer Downrod (ensuring sufficient wiring and/
or wiring looms to go through the Downrod) and then follow the instructions to add the Sloped 
Ceiling Kit Accessory.
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3. Remove Hanger Ball, Ceiling Canopy & Dress Ring
The Sloped Ceiling Kit replaces the ceiling fan’s Hanger Ball, Ceiling Canopy and Dress Ring, 
these parts should be removed from the ceiling fan. 

1. Remove the Hanger Ball by loosening 
the setscrew until the ball falls freely 
down the Donwrod. Remove the Pin 
from the Downrod, then remove the 
Hanger Ball.

2. Remove the Ceiling Canopy.
3. Remove the Dress Ring.
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4. Add the Sloped Ceiling Kit Hanger Ball, Ceiling 
Canopy & Dress Ring
Slide the Dress Ring and Ceiling Canopy over the Downrod and then install the Sloped Ceiling 
Hanger Ball.

1. Slide the Sloped Ceiling Kit Dress 
Ring over the ceiling fan’s Downrod 
(threading through the wires).

2. Slide the Sloped Ceiling Kit Ceiling 
Canopy over the ceiling fan’s Downrod 
(threading through the wires).

3. Install the Sloped Ceiling Kit Hanger 
Ball by routing the wires through the 
ball and then sliding the Hanger Ball 
down the Downrod. Insert the Hanger 
Ball Pin through the two holes in the 
Downrod and align the Hanger Ball so 
the Pin is captured in the groove in the 
top of the Hanger Ball. Pull the Hanger 
Ball up tight against the Pin and then 
securely tighten the setscrew in the 
Hanger Ball.
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5. Set the assembled fan into the Hanger Bracket
Carefully lift the assembled fan and seat the 
Downrod/Hanger Ball into the Hanger Bracket 
that was previously installed on the ceiling. 

Ensure the tab on the hanger bracket is locked 
into the slot on the ball. (This is important to 
ensure the fan will not wobble or rotate and the 
weight of the fan is properly supported).

IMPORTANT: Complete all wiring as per the 
Ceiling Fan’s Owner’s Manual before moving on 
to Step 6.
IMPORTANT: Once the fan is mounted, insert the 
remote control receiver if required and complete 
all wiring as per the Installation Manual for that 
remote control.

6. Securely attach the Ceiling Canopy and Dress Ring
IMPORTANT: Ensure all wiring has been completed as per the Ceiling Fan Owner’s Manual 
before installing the Ceiling Canopy and Dress Ring. 

1. Loosen the two shoulder screws without fully 
removing them from the Hanger Bracket. 
Slide the Ceiling Canopy up and over the 
two shoulder screws, and then twist the 
ceiling canopy to lock into place. Fully tighten 
the two shoulder screws to lock the Ceiling 
Canopy into place.

2. Slide the screw Dress Ring up and over the 
two shoulder screws in the Hanger Bracket, 
utilising the keyslot twist-lock feature to lock 
the Dress Ring in place.
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